PUBLIC LAW IN THE CLASSROOM 2017: A WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS OF AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC LAW

PROGRAM FOR THURSDAY 16 FEBRUARY 2017

VENUE A: LG03, TYREE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES BUILDING

10.30am  Welcome, Acknowledgment of Country and Introduction
          • Associate Professor Sean Brennan, UNSW
          • Professor Alex Reilly, University of Adelaide

10.40am  Session 1: Theories and Values in Public Law Teaching
          Chair: Dr Anna Olijnyk, University of Adelaide
          Keynote: Dr Ben Golder, UNSW
          Panel:
          • Dr Rebecca Ananian-Welsh, University of Queensland
          • Dr Yee-Fui Ng, RMIT University
          • Associate Professor Leighton McDonald, ANU

VENUE B: LEVEL 2 COMMON ROOM, LAW BUILDING

12.15pm  Lunch

VENUE A: LG03, TYREE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES BUILDING

1.00pm  Session 2: Tools, Techniques, Technology and Research Showcase
          Chair: Professor Alex Reilly, University of Adelaide

          • Special guest: Professor Conor Gearty, London School of Economics
            Guerrilla Teaching
          • Associate Professor Laura Grenfell & Ms Cornelia Koch, University of Adelaide
            Evaluating the Benefits of Public Law Internships
          • Professor Jonathan Crowe, Bond University
            Constitutional Movement
          • Dr Susannah Sage Jacobson and Mrs Tania Leiman, Flinders University
            Disrupting Public Law Teaching? Flinders Law School’s new online PBL JD initiative
          • Dr Ron Levy, ANU
            ANU Guidelines on the Reserve Powers of the Governor-General
VENUE B: LEVEL 2 COMMON ROOM, LAW BUILDING

2.00pm  Poster Session and Afternoon Tea

VENUE A: LG03, TYREE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES BUILDING

2.45pm  Session 3: The Teaching/Research Nexus
Chair: Dr Paul Kildea, UNSW
Panel:
  • Associate Professor Peter Burdon, University of Adelaide
  • Associate Professor Ann Genovese, University of Melbourne
  • Associate Professor Danielle Ireland-Piper, Bond University
  • Dr Oscar Roos, Deakin University

3.45pm  Session 4: Future Gatherings

4.00pm  Workshop Close
  • Associate Professor Gabrielle Appleby, UNSW